Alice Springs
Dean 1896

My dear Spencer

The weather is remarkably hot and there are crowded with visitors who are here for the Christmas racing carnival. To my letter, no mail has necessarily been sent since all let me hand you from the photos. They are as good as I had hoped. I am mounting them in a scrapbook album which I shall put for your pictures alone. Thanks also for the pretty book which you sent. I trust that
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him would jeopardise the success of the book. Perhaps it is as need to lie for the present. If I have read the red savage correct feeling will not have things all his own way, in it clearly understood that the OS is to edit the book? If he makes any fair use of my notes I shall go for him a vigorous if not polished language. Glad to hear the plates reached you safely keep them as long as you require them there is no hurry. The matter here is too hot for photographic work it would hie a print to
develop place these acquired. Sue is unable to procure any one, though it appears all always on the look out. The green frog is a beautiful green, even alive. But changes color in points. I wrote to the head of the frog and lagoon department has been trying to get some specimen for this kind but without success. These frogs are rare, but when we get another Mrs. Guion will try to paint it or at any rate give you the exact shade of green. I am sending you a bottle of frogs that made Cinco Lagoon has been dry for some time. But as soon as rain falls, every effort will be made to procure specimens.
I have not heard from Edna after this letter. She said she was very busy and had not time to write. I hope you are getting along well and that you are enjoying your Christmas holiday. Please write soon and let me know how you are doing.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
probably got no that says. Have not heard from Horn what in the name of the devil father does he want to write to me for? I quite believe he is a good fellow, in time he is. Since you have shown a high opinion of him, surely you don't think there may be prejudices against the Anglo Saxon? I should much like to read an account of the Aesthend numbers of the Horn Expedition written in the chaste style of the Spectator. Such a contribution would make the fortune of any paper. Am sending my brother Demosthenes Parooques by Keunts.
leaving them exactly. Two of the numbers will be handed to
Wemock to be forwarded. I trust you. These are for Cape Spencer
they may do not. I am trying to find your beloved University
museums. Chance is sending.
Maurice a couple of days and
also I am sending some to some
zoo logical gardens. These birds
were beautifully bade. They
must be kept apart. They also
live wonderfully well. I am sending
you two pairs of Hearder
gap one an excellent picture
the other. Poor, but you
may be able to improve
it. I took two places a
few weeks ago. fogged one
and accidentally broke the other.
I really can't find time to

read; him a line thus

to mail. Hanley has gone to

Town it in now in the

rooms of his family - failing

an appendage & the

guider of Asa & he will go

to Whipatin. With the places

you will find print of

little Bri on horseback. You

will note that he has been

promoted to Chickera. Why

join us sending Rindes!

Regard best Wishes. May

May coming your bring your

health, happiness, prosperity

if you can - it distinct to

condone.

Yrs always faithfully

Frank L. Grim